10 Ways To Prevent Frozen Pipes
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Any pipes that carry water can freeze, so it can affect your heating and your main running/drinking water.... Frozen pipes are an inconvenience at best, at worst that can throw you into a survival situation if you are stuck out with no heating or drinking water. Frozen pipes can also burst and cause a huge amount of damage to your home, and it is not until they start to thaw and the water starts running that you realize you have a leak..

The bottom line is prevention is the way to go. It is better to spend some time a bit of money beforehand, rather than taking a chance and spending $1000s on repairs and clean up afterwards. Below is a post which details 10 things you can do to prevent your pipes from freezing this winter. Leave your cold water tap running a little bit is one of the simplest, but most effective things you can do to ensure your running water supply does not freeze up...
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